PLANT AUCTION

Looking for your most beautiful dahlia of all time?
Hopefully we have it.
Hi Dahlia Lovers,

Finally, spring appears to be here. It sure took its good old time in arriving, didn’t it? But now we have no excuse to not get our tubers started and ready for planting around Memorial Day.

The weather has slowed the growing of our plants at Willoway, yup even in a greenhouse. But Mike and crew are trying their best to take cuttings for our upcoming plant sales. Actually Mike’s committee has been called into action since he managed to suffer a burst appendix so has had to rely on his helpers—thanks to Dave, Rob, Theressa, and Bob. Without really saying, we are wishing Mike a complete recovery as soon as possible. Hang in there, dear friend.

Please give Dave a call to help at Rockefeller Greenhouse and Holden Arboretum. See times elsewhere in this Digest.

Keep in mind that our Flower of the Year is Kenora Wildfire.

If you are looking for something to do, check out the newly renovated ADS website by our own, Sharon Swaney. There are lots of interesting articles posted there, e.g., Dahlias in the News.

And don’t forget to send recipes to MaryAnn for our Midwest Recipe Book, maryannjerry@windstream.net, and to help Barbara (baronbarb@aol.com) with making various boutique items. Also, visit your local nurseries, banks, etc. to get around 80 freebies for our Hospitality Bags. For example, we have 100 pens from Huntington. Can someone look into getting trial sizes of items such as Osmocote, hand cream, etc. Let me know.

Thanks. See you at the Plant Auction! Jerry
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Refreshments for May

Jackie Evangelista
Marilyn Weber

MEETING DATES for 2018

March 16       Edible Gardening; Rob Dzurec
               New Introductions
April 20       Tuber auction
May 18         Plant auction
June 15        Speaker on Soils, Phyllis Mihalik
August 18      Picnic at Aurora Nature Center; Judging seminar afterwards at Ron’s (optional)
October 19     Speaker tbd; Dividing/storing-Dave
November 16    Photo contest; Speaker tbd
December 1     Holiday party, Burntwood Tavern, Solon
From the Farmer’s Almanac—How to Plant Dahlias

- Plant dahlias after the soil temp is at least 60F.
- Dahlias grow best in 6 to 8 hours of direct sunlight, loving the morning sunlight the best, protected from wind.
- pH level of soil should be around 6.5, slightly acidic, rich and well-drained. If soil is heavy, add sand, peat moss, bagged steer manure to loosen for better drainage.
- Space two feet apart for smaller varieties, three feet for the B’s and larger.
- Do not fertilize at planting except possibly mixing in a handful of bonemeal.
- If tuber is wrinkled or rotten, get rid of it.
- If planting directly outside (if you haven’t started them indoors) dig a hole about 6 inches deep. Set tuber in with “eye” facing up. Cover with 2 to 3 inches of soil. As the stem sprouts, fill in with soil until it is at ground level.
- Place stake (typically six feet) tall at time of planting. Tie plant to stake as the plants grow.
- Blooming should be in around 8 weeks after planting bare tuber. Plant indoors to get a head start.
- Do not water tubers when planting as that encourages rot. Wait until the sprouts have appeared above the soil.
- Do not cover the dahlias with mulch or bark as sprouting is more challenging.
- Be sure to apply slug and snail bait or your favorite method of taking care of those pests.

Any Questions? Come to our meeting as we have several expert growers who can help us achieve great blooms.

Midwest Dahlia Conference Annual Meeting/Plant Sale
Saturday June 2, 9-2:30
High Dive Pavilion  500 E. Beardsley   Elkhart, Indiana

Check the website for registration details.
Money from the plant sale goes to DSO to defray costs of hosting the Midwest Show.
Why, oh why, were these critters created?
Informal Decorative or Formal Decorative?

When you are a member of a team judging a seedling, there is a critical step in the process that you need to accomplish at the outset. You need to classify the seedling, both for Form and for Color. After you have completed the process of determining the Form of a seedling, you will have a great start on determining its score on Trueness to Form! If it was obviously an ID and everyone on the team agreed, your score will no doubt be on the high side of that range to five. On the other hand, if the two other judges thought it was an ID and you thought it probably best matched the SC definition, it is more likely to deserve a penalty of a couple points. (Remember that a two point penalty corresponds to 60% - a pretty stiff penalty.)

It is important that you recognize that an entry doesn’t need to conform exactly to the definitions in the CHD in order to be put into a specific class. Your objective in the classification process is to determine which ideal definition the new cultivar most closely conforms to.

This issue was recently the basis for strong differences in opinion between Trial Garden Directors. You may recognize the cultivar on the right as JS Jenny. The Trial Garden results came to me as pretty straightforward. There were four Trial Gardens that classified it as ID and one that had it as FD. The originator put it in as ID. As usual, I went with the majority opinion and sent it in to Lou as ID—probably without ever having looked at the picture. The upper picture came from the “FD Trial Garden;” the lower picture, from one of the “ID Trial gardens.” Obviously, they were the same cultivar.

What would you have said to the “FD Trial Garden Director” when he said to you something along the line: “How the heck did you get ID out of that entry?!?” (The answer was “majority opinion.”) When I looked at the cultivar, however, I had to say that he had an excellent point. Where are the “twisted, curled, or wavy” ray florets most appropriate for an ID bloom? In fact, the ray florets are “generally flat, broad, and smooth,”
i.e., just what the Classification and Handbook of Dahlias, (CHD) p. 3) calls out for the FD Form.

We speculated on the possible reasons for the ID classification. You may have an idea, too. Does JS Jenny look familiar? Does it remind you of another A-sized dahlia? The picture at right is Spartacus. Do you know its classification? A ID DR How about Vassio Meggos, its lavender cousin, below. The shapes and the arrangement of the florets on both familiar cultivars are somewhat similar to those of JS Jenny. (I think JS Jenny may be related to the group of cultivars that has evolved from Spartacus.)

Please do not be tempted to fall into the trap of classifying a new cultivar on the basis of its similarity to another cultivar, even if you know its parent classification! You need to go back to the CHD, review the ideal definitions, and figure out which “Form mountain” the new cultivar is closest to.

It is clear, I think, that none of the cultivars shown here are at the peak of any Form mountain. I think you would agree that Baron Katie, right, is nearer the peak of the ID Form Mountain than any of the foregoing cultivars. It has ray florets that really are twisted, curled, and wavy.

The bottom line is that the minority TG opinion might well be the correct opinion on the classification of JS Jenny. I imagine it will be up for reclassification soon. Spartacus has enough twisted and curly petals that it is probably best left as ID (albeit not at the top of the mountain!) The case for Vassion Meggos is less clear. It may well be closer to the FD peak than the ID peak.

The key lesson here is that you need to review the definitions when you are classifying a new cultivar and then determine on which mountain it best lies. That process will preclude ‘creep’ away from the FD class just because an entry is not perfectly uniform. Sports do not necessarily have the same form as their parent!
Let’s just stay on the classification topic for a minute. The determination of the color of a new cultivar is pretty easy a large majority of the time. Most cultivars are “self-colored,” i.e., just one color and basically all you need to do is to get out the ADS color charts and see which chip most closely matches the entry. The cultivar on the right is Allen’s High Voltage. It scored in 7 Trial Gardens last year and was classified as B ID PR in every one. (Where does it lie on the ID Form mountain? I would put it a little “uphill” from Spartacus, but “downhill” from Baron Katie. Do you agree?) There was disagreement among the Trial Gardens on which color chip best matched the entry. There were three PR26, two PR29, one PR14, and one PR27. That led to a final classification of PR26.

Blends are at least one step more complicated to classify than dahlias with a single color. “Blends must contain more than one color … separate and distinguishable at arm’s length.” (Guide to Judging Dahlias (GJD), p. 12) Each of the colors must be from different color classes; i.e. two distinctly different yellows on a new cultivar doesn’t make it a blend. It is yellow.

Once you determine that you can clearly see two colors at arm’s length, you then determine the color chips that best match each of those colors. In a Trial Garden, you may be able to find a loose floret on a spent bloom to use for the color chart. On the seedling bench, however, you are stuck doing the best you can to identify that second color. Clearview Pastelle, right, won the Hart Medal as the highest scoring B dahlia in the Trial Gardens. Getting the color at the base of the florets was even tough in the Trial Gardens. It was reported as pink, white, and yellow (yellow won). With the two colors in hand, you then determine which color is dominant. In this case, it is pretty easy to see that the pink is dominant over the yellow. In other cases, that call may be more difficult. Let’s assume that you got PK23 and YL18, like the Trial Gardens. The next step is to go to your CHD and look at the paragraphs on blend colors on page 7. Find the blend that contains your PK23 color chip. Since it is in the “Light
Blend” list, you conclude that it is a light blend. Pink is easy inasmuch as all blends with any pink as the dominant color is a light blend. Note that most of the other colors are more complicated than that. For example, OR16 and OR%17 are light blends while OR15 and OR18 are dark blends (unless the oranges merge with yellow, when it could become a flame blend!). Those assignments will generally be easy to sort out; but it should be clear that you must refer to the CHD and follow the instructions on page 7.

The formal color classification then consists of the dominant color, followed by the secondary color(s), separated by a forward slash. For Clearview Pastelle, the color classification is PK23/YL18.

The basis for assigning the chip numbers to the various colors was the old Royal Horticultural Society numbers we used before completing the ADS Color Guide. The assignments were actually worked out and finalized on the Miner’s back porch during an ADS Spring Meeting (more than!) a few years ago.

Go back a couple pages and take another look at Baron Katie. The color chips listed in the CHD are YL12/OR23. (The picture included there looks more like OR23/YL12, doesn’t it.) Check the blend identifications on page 7 again. The combination of YL12 and OR23 or OR23 and YL12 are Flame Blend.

When is a combination of two colors on an entry, visible from arm’s length, not a blend?? (Long pause here while you think about your answer.) It’s not a blend when it is a blush! Blushes are classified as a solid colored dahlia. How do you tell the difference between the two? Sometimes it is not easy. For example, in a seedling bench evaluation of the bloom on the right, you might well be tempted to say that the lavender at the center can be seen at the ends of the ray florets and it should be blend. If you had a broader perspective on the cultivar, as in a Trial Garden situation, for example, you would know that the lavender can be a fleeting presence, particularly early in the season. As you may know, the cultivar pictured is Baron Dalton and it is appropriately classified as a solid white, BB FD WH1.

Separating a blush from a blend can be tough. Blushes are subtle and tend to vary from location to location and from time to time within the season.

It’s great to be back; I’m looking forward to seeing you all this season!

Ron
MARK YOUR CALENDAR 2018

April 14  Petitti’s Garden Center, Oakwood 9—3  
Tuber Sale

May 17-19  Rockefeller Park Greenhouse  9-4  
Plant and Tuber Sale

May 18-20  Holden Arboretum, Kirtland  
Fri Noon—6 (Holden members only)  
Sat-Sun  10-4 (Open to public)  Plant Sale

August 11-12:  Cuyahoga County Fair  
Staging after set-up  Saturday 7:30—11:00 am  
Teardown Sunday 8:30 pm

August 24-26:  Mahoning Valley Dahlia Society  
Carnation City Mall, Alliance

August 31—September 1-2:  Geauga County Fair  
Must register beforehand—registration form available from Jerry shortly  
Set-up Friday:  4:00—9:00 pm

September 7-9:  DSO Midwest Dahlia Conference  
Holiday Inn Strongsville  
Staging: Friday 4:00 pm - Saturday 9:00 am

September 21-23:  National Show  
Philadelphia PA

October 6-7:  DSO Member Show  Petitti Oakwood  
Staging after set-up: Saturday 8:00—11:00

DUES for 2018  
Please renew your membership for 2018.  
Thanks.
DSO/ADS Membership Application
(Memberships are calendar year.)

Please fill out completely (even for renewals).

Date: ____________________
Name(s): ______________________________________________
Address: _______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
Phone: _________________  Alt Phone: ____________________
Email(s): _______________________________________________

PLEASE choose one of the following membership offerings by checking the box before the offering:

Do not write in the gray boxes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Offering</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>DSO Individual</td>
<td>$15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>DSO Family</td>
<td>$20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>DSO Individual + ADS Individual</td>
<td>$39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>DSO Family + ADS Individual</td>
<td>$44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>DSO Family + ADS Family</td>
<td>$47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For ADS “Snowbird” service add $6.
Enter winter address here.

_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________

☐ Check here if you want your Digest in printed format.

Please make checks payable to DSO.

Mail to: Sharon Swaney
         340 Aurora-Hudson Rd.
         Aurora, OH 44202
DAHLIA SOCIETY of OHIO
MaryAnn Moreno
8232 Westhill Drive
Chagrin Falls, OH 44023